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Abstract
This paper presents the results of the UNLP 2024 shared task, the first Shared Task on Fine-Tuning Large Language
Models for the Ukrainian language. The goal of the task was to facilitate the creation of models that have knowledge
of the Ukrainian language, history, and culture, as well as common knowledge, and are capable of generating
fluent and accurate responses in Ukrainian. The participants were required to use models with open weights and
reasonable size to ensure the reproducibility of the solutions. The participating systems were evaluated using
multiple-choice exam questions and manually crafted open questions. Three teams submitted their solutions before
the deadline, and two teams submitted papers that were accepted to appear in the UNLP workshop proceedings and
are referred to in this report. The Codabench leaderboard is left open for further submissions.
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1. Introduction

The emergence of large language models (LLMs)
marked a significant step forward in the field of
natural language processing (NLP), providing a
single solution for the tasks of generating human-
like text. Creative writing, text evaluation, controlled
text generation have suddenly become available
to everyone, causing both a surge in popularity
of LLM-based tools like ChatGPT (OpenAI, 2022)
and discussions about the limitations and ethical
implications of using them (Borji, 2023; Kocoń et al.,
2023).

However, training an LLM requires significant
computational resources, which may be expensive
to obtain, and substantial amounts of text data,
which is not readily available for most natural lan-
guages, including Ukrainian. With the UNLP 2024
shared task, our goal was to facilitate the creation
of LLMs better adapted to the Ukrainian language,
history, and cultural context with reasonable com-
putational resources.

The remainder of the paper is organized as fol-
lows. Section 2 gives an overview of LLM bench-
marks and methods of LLM language adaptation.
Section 3 describes the UNLP 2024 shared task
setup. Section 4 reviews the datasets available in
this shared task. Section 5 explains how the com-
peting systems were evaluated and ranked. Sec-
tion 6 presents the results of the shared task and
provides an overview of the submitted solutions.
Section 7 mentions how the competing systems
compare to GPT-4. Finally, Section 8 summarizes
the contribution, and Section 9 provides an ethics
statement.

2. Related Work

LLM Benchmarks. Evaluation methods for LLMs
fall into two broad categories. Firstly, there are
static, ground-truth-based benchmarks. These fea-
ture a predefined collection of tasks along with
correct answers, and an automated metric. Such
benchmarks have been the standard for assess-
ing models before the advent of LLMs. Over time,
numerous datasets of this kind have been created,
and many have been adapted for LLM evaluation:
GSM-8k (Cobbe et al., 2021), EXAMS (Hardalov
et al., 2020), MMLU (Hendrycks et al., 2020), and
AgiEval (Zhong et al., 2023), among many others.
These benchmarks are cost-effective, reproducible,
and can be executed automatically. However, they
are restricted to a limited range of tasks and are
often unsuitable for evaluating complex capabili-
ties like open-ended text generation and subjective
aspects such as humor and engagement. Conse-
quently, these benchmarks do not fully capture the
intricacies of LLM performance.

The second category involves benchmarks that
measure human preferences for LLM-generated
content. Typically, this involves a blind compari-
son between pairs of LLM responses to the same
prompt. These comparisons are then translated
into model rankings through systems such as Elo,
the Bradley-Terry model, or TrueSkill (Boubdir et al.,
2023; Bai et al., 2022; Bradley and Terry, 1952;
Herbrich et al., 2007). Some preference-based
benchmarks utilize a static set of prompts (Zheng
et al., 2024; Li et al., 2023), while others permit
open-ended interactions with the models (Chiang
et al., 2024; Kiela et al., 2021). Recently, there
has been a trend towards using advanced LLMs to
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replace human evaluators (Li et al., 2023; Chiang
and Lee, 2023; Zheng et al., 2024).

This shared task employs two complementary
benchmarks: an automated metric on multiple-
choice exam questions for testing LLM knowledge
and human ratings for the subjective evaluation of
open-ended text generation tasks.

LLM language adaptation. Despite the rapid
development of open LLMs, many of these models
primarily focus on English and offer limited sup-
port for other languages. A few notable excep-
tions (Üstün et al., 2024; Lin et al., 2021; Xue et al.,
2020; Liang et al., 2023) just underscore this trends.
Training a large language model from scratch de-
mands substantial resources, making it an imprac-
tical option for many researchers. A feasible alter-
native is to adapt existing models to one or more
languages by fine-tuning a model with a smaller set
of language-specific data. This adaptation process
may involve selecting a strong base LLM, curat-
ing language-specific datasets, expanding the vo-
cabulary, conducting continual pretraining (whether
full or adapter-based), translating instruction-tuning
datasets, generating synthetic data, clustering lan-
guages based on their similarities, among other
strategies (Lin et al., 2024; Csaki et al., 2024; Yong
et al., 2022; ImaniGooghari et al., 2023; Ebrahimi
and Kann, 2021; Blevins et al., 2024; Yang et al.,
2023; Zhu et al., 2023).

3. Task description

The UNLP 2024 shared task required participants
to fine-tune a large language model that can an-
swer questions about the Ukrainian language, his-
tory, and culture, as well as perform text-generation
tasks, all by producing fluent and factually accurate
text in Ukrainian.

To ensure fair competition with reproducible re-
sults, we enforced the following limitations:

1. Only LLMs with open weights such as Llama
2 (Touvron et al., 2023), Mistral 7B (Jiang
et al., 2023), Phi-2 (Javaheripi and Bubeck,
2023), Gemma (Mesnard et al., 2024), Aya
101 (Üstün et al., 2024), etc. were allowed to
be used in the shared task.

2. The models had to run on GPU with 16GB
VRAM and CUDA compute capacity 8.6. The
type and amount of compute used for training
were not limited, but the model weights and
activations had to fit and stay in the GPU mem-
ory entirely. CPU memory and disk offloading
were not allowed.

3. The weights of the final model had to be pub-
lished on the Hugging Face Hub1 or a similar

1https://huggingface.co/

open platform.

The participants were allowed to complement the
fine-tuning with various prompting strategies, like
few-shot learning or chain-of-thought reasoning, or
use retrieval-augmented generation (RAG) from
open data sources.

We split the evaluation of the submitted models
into two tracks: multiple-choice exam questions
and open questions. We provided the participants
with a set of multiple-choice exam questions for
training and validation and set up a Codabench2

environment to test the systems on a hidden test set.
For open questions, we shared sample questions
with the participants and ran a human evaluation
task to test the systems on a manually crafted test
set. See Section 5 for details.

Additionally, we highly encouraged the partici-
pants to use any external data of their choice, re-
leased a script that loads the provided dataset and
generates a sample prompt, and prepared sample
submission files for Codabench.

4. Data

We provided the participants of the shared task
with two datasets: multiple-choice exam questions
and manually crafted open questions. The dataset
statistics can be found in Table 1.

Task Split Size

Exam questions train 3,063
test 751

Open questions dev 20
test 100

Table 1: The sizes of the datasets provided in the
UNLP 2024 shared task.

Both datasets can be accessed through the
repository of the shared task3.

4.1. Exam Questions
This dataset contains machine-readable questions
and answers taken from the Ukrainian External
Independent Evaluation4 called ЗНО (transl: ZNO)
in Ukrainian. External Independent Evaluation is
a standard set of exams taken by schoolchildren
in Ukraine when they apply to higher educational
institutions. The dataset contains exam questions
from the years 2006-2023 and covers two subjects
only: History of Ukraine and Ukrainian language
and literature.

2https://www.codabench.org/
competitions/2046/

3https://github.com/unlp-workshop/
unlp-2024-shared-task/tree/main/data

4https://zno.osvita.ua/

https://huggingface.co/
https://www.codabench.org/competitions/2046/
https://www.codabench.org/competitions/2046/
https://github.com/unlp-workshop/unlp-2024-shared-task/tree/main/data
https://github.com/unlp-workshop/unlp-2024-shared-task/tree/main/data
https://zno.osvita.ua/
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We filtered the dataset by extracting only multiple-
choice questions with one correct answer. We re-
moved questions that referenced images (maps,
portraits, photos, etc.). The final dataset was pub-
lished in the .jsonl format. The training set con-
tained 3,063 questions/answers from the years
2006-2019. The test set contained 751 questions
and hidden answers, spanning the years 2020 to
2023.

4.2. Open Questions
The dataset of open questions was crafted by two
native speakers of Ukrainian and comprised instruc-
tion prompts for text-generation tasks and common-
knowledge question-answering. The dataset con-
tained an equal distribution of the following:

• common knowledge questions on the topics of
Ukrainian literature, music, history, geography,
and culture;

• composition tasks that asked the model to
write messages across a set of formality levels,
lengths, and topics;

• rewrite tasks that asked the model to correct
the input text, simplify it, add humor, add more
details, or add emotions;

• evaluation tasks that asked the model to out-
line ways of improving the input text, analyze
emotions in text, answer follow-up questions,
brainstorm ways to complete the text, or find
an odd word in a row.

The final dataset was published as a .jsonl file in
the Alpaca dataset format5. The dev set contained
20 questions. The hidden test set contained 100
questions.

5. Evaluation

The competing LLM solutions for Ukrainian were
evaluated on two hidden test sets: exam questions
and open questions.

In the first track, we evaluated the models on a
hidden test set of 751 multiple-choice exam ques-
tions, where each question had one correct answer.
This setting allowed us to use accuracy as our pri-
mary metric to rank the competing LLM solutions.
The registered participants submitted their system
results using Codabench, which automatically com-
pared their results with the hidden answers, re-
turned the score, and placed the systems on the
leaderboard.

In the second track, we evaluated the models
on 100 manually crafted open questions. We asked

5https://github.com/tatsu-lab/
stanford_alpaca

the participants to send us their models’ answers
to the questions in the predefined format. We then
set up a side-by-side evaluation task in the Hug-
ging Face Spaces6. For that, we created a simple
space with the Gradio application that displayed a
question from the test set and two randomly chosen
anonymized model outputs. The user could then
vote which answer is better; if neither, declare a tie.
The model answers to all the questions and voting
logs were stored in a Firebase DB7.

We crowdsourced annotations from 63 native
speakers of Ukrainian from the Ukrainian NLP com-
munity who volunteered to join the annotation task.
The annotation guidelines for the human evaluation
are available in the repository of the shared task in
Ukrainian and English8.

We collected over 300 human judgments for
each competing model and used the TrueSkill (Her-
brich et al., 2007) ranking algorithm implemented
in the trueskill Python library9 to define the winner.
TrueSkill is a statistically based ranking system for
multiplayer competitions that infers the relative rank-
ings of players based on their performance against
each other. It uses the Bayesian inference algo-
rithm to estimate each player’s skill level.

6. Results and System Descriptions

A total of twenty-two teams registered for the UNLP
2024 shared task, but only three teams submit-
ted their solutions before the deadline: Sherlock,
CodeKobzar, and UkraineNow. Team Sherlock
submitted two distinct solutions, each evaluated
independently. Teams Sherlock and UkraineNow
submitted papers that were accepted to appear in
the UNLP workshop proceedings and are referred
to in this report. Team CodeKobzar provided their
system description by email.

We briefly review the systems here; for complete
descriptions, please see the corresponding papers.
Table 2 and Table 3 present the leaderboards for
the two tasks.

Rank Participant Accuracy
1 Sherlock (RAG) 0.49
2 Sherlock (no RAG) 0.42
3 CodeKobzar 0.39
4 UkraineNow 0.23

Table 2: The official UNLP 2024 shared task
results for the task of answering multiple-choice
exam questions.

6https://huggingface.co/spaces
7https://firebase.google.com/
8https://github.com/unlp-workshop/

unlp-2024-shared-task/blob/main/
annotation

9https://github.com/sublee/trueskill

https://github.com/tatsu-lab/stanford_alpaca
https://github.com/tatsu-lab/stanford_alpaca
https://huggingface.co/spaces
https://firebase.google.com/
https://github.com/unlp-workshop/unlp-2024-shared-task/blob/main/annotation
https://github.com/unlp-workshop/unlp-2024-shared-task/blob/main/annotation
https://github.com/unlp-workshop/unlp-2024-shared-task/blob/main/annotation
https://github.com/sublee/trueskill
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Sherlock (Boros et al., 2024) submitted winning
solutions for both tasks. The team used a set of
data-augmentation techniques with Mistral 7B.

Notably, the team used an array of diverse data
sources for training, including Ukrainian Wikipedia,
manually selected books on the target subject,
and several translated datasets, both free-text and
instruction-formatted. Due to the limiting factors in
the standard RAG process (e.g., low performance
of embeddings for Ukrainian), the team employed n-
gram techniques. This method outperformed con-
ventional similarity scoring approaches, with the
LLM itself generating n-grams to enhance the re-
trieval process.

The tuning process began with the base Mistral
7B model, Mistral-7B-Instruct-v0.210. The team ex-
perimented with standard fine-tuning on different
datasets, delved into model weight merging, and
leveraged direct preference optimization training to
refine performance further. The availability of a test
set allowed for iterative testing of various method
combinations, optimizing the overall system effi-
cacy. The team has made both the source code11

and the model12 publicly available.
UkraineNow (Kiulian et al., 2024) fine-tuned the

open-source Gemma (gemma-2b-it13 and gemma-
7b-it14) and Mistral-7B-Instruct-v0.115 LLMs with
a combination of instruction datasets, which in-
cluded 10,000 rows of the UAlpaca dataset16, 962
rows of their own UKID dataset, and 3,063 rows
of the ZNO dataset provided by the organizers of
the shared task. Due to resource constraints, the
team chose to use the LoRA (Hu et al., 2022) fine-
tuning approach, experimenting with various im-
plementations of LoRA adapters. The team put
extra effort into the quality evaluation of the mod-
els’ outputs, dedicating a section of the paper to
the phenomenon of code-switching, also known as
Azirivka17.

The fine-tuned gemma-2b-it model was submit-
ted for the competition. The team has made the
source code and the model available in their GitHub

10https://huggingface.co/mistralai/
Mistral-7B-Instruct-v0.2

11https://github.com/adobe/
sherlock-backend/tree/UNLP2024

12https://huggingface.
co/SherlockAssistant/
Mistral-7B-Instruct-Ukrainian

13https://huggingface.co/google/
gemma-2b-it

14https://huggingface.co/google/
gemma-7b-it

15https://huggingface.co/mistralai/
Mistral-7B-Instruct-v0.1

16https://github.com/robinhad/kruk
17https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/

Azirivka

repository18.
CodeKobzar19 by Ben Ye and Mariia Pono-

marenko is a large language model specifically fine-
tuned for Ukrainian language, employing the Chain
of LoRA technique (Xia et al., 2024) on the Vicuna-
13B pretrained model20. The initial dataset21 com-
prises articles from the Ukrainian Wikipedia, seg-
mented into 40.6K sentences to facilitate question
generation using the Mistral Medium API22. These
sentence-question pairs served as the basis for the
model’s first fine-tuning phase, focusing on ques-
tion generation and answering. The model was
trained for one epoch with a maximum sequence
length of 2,048 tokens, using the Nvidia A100 GPU.
After that, the LoRA layers were integrated with the
base model for a second round of training on the
same dataset.

In the third fine-tuning phase, the dataset was
refined to include only Ukrainian historical, literary,
and cultural content, supplemented by grammatical
rules from pravopys.net. This resulted in a new
dataset of 73.6K entries23, which was divided into
prompt-question and question-response pairings.
The model was then fine-tuned on the combination
of the aforementioned dataset and a corpus of ZNO
multiple-answer questions provided with the shared
task.

This iterative approach, through the Chain of
LoRA, enabled the KodKobzar model to perform
an iterative low-rank residual learning procedure to
approximate the optimal weight update and thereby
improve the model’s proficiency in grammatical
accuracy and sentence construction in Ukrainian.
However, since the training concentrated mainly on
question generation and answering, it constrained
the model’s broader generative abilities, and the
restricted dataset limited the model’s deeper under-
standing of Ukrainian culture, literature, and history.

7. Comparison with GPT-4

The participants of the shared tasks were limited in
the selection of models for fine-tuning with regard to
their size and accessibility. These limitations were
needed to ensure that the resulting solutions are
reproducible and practically useful to the NLP com-
munity. However, we were curious to understand

18https://github.com/PolyAgent/
from-bytes-to-borsch

19https://huggingface.co/ponoma16/
KodKobzar13B

20https://huggingface.co/lmsys/
vicuna-13b-v1.5

21https://huggingface.co/datasets/
byebyebye/ukr-wiki-qa-v1

22https://mistral.ai/
23https://huggingface.co/datasets/

byebyebye/ukr-wiki-qa-v2

https://huggingface.co/mistralai/Mistral-7B-Instruct-v0.2
https://huggingface.co/mistralai/Mistral-7B-Instruct-v0.2
https://github.com/adobe/sherlock-backend/tree/UNLP2024
https://github.com/adobe/sherlock-backend/tree/UNLP2024
https://huggingface.co/SherlockAssistant/Mistral-7B-Instruct-Ukrainian
https://huggingface.co/SherlockAssistant/Mistral-7B-Instruct-Ukrainian
https://huggingface.co/SherlockAssistant/Mistral-7B-Instruct-Ukrainian
https://huggingface.co/google/gemma-2b-it
https://huggingface.co/google/gemma-2b-it
https://huggingface.co/google/gemma-7b-it
https://huggingface.co/google/gemma-7b-it
https://huggingface.co/mistralai/Mistral-7B-Instruct-v0.1
https://huggingface.co/mistralai/Mistral-7B-Instruct-v0.1
https://github.com/robinhad/kruk
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Azirivka
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Azirivka
pravopys.net
https://github.com/PolyAgent/from-bytes-to-borsch
https://github.com/PolyAgent/from-bytes-to-borsch
https://huggingface.co/ponoma16/KodKobzar13B
https://huggingface.co/ponoma16/KodKobzar13B
https://huggingface.co/lmsys/vicuna-13b-v1.5
https://huggingface.co/lmsys/vicuna-13b-v1.5
https://huggingface.co/datasets/byebyebye/ukr-wiki-qa-v1
https://huggingface.co/datasets/byebyebye/ukr-wiki-qa-v1
https://mistral.ai/
https://huggingface.co/datasets/byebyebye/ukr-wiki-qa-v2
https://huggingface.co/datasets/byebyebye/ukr-wiki-qa-v2
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Rank Participant TrueSkill σ Number of judgments
1 Sherlock (no RAG) 26.77 0.75 330
2 Sherlock (RAG) 26.27 0.74 329
3 UkraineNow 24.89 0.75 326
4 CodeKobzar 23.79 0.76 311

Table 3: The official UNLP 2024 shared task results for the task of answering open questions. The
TrueSkill column shows the participant’s rating, and σ represents the confidence of the rating.

Rank Participant TrueSkill σ Number of judgments
1 GPT-4 28.48 0.79 474
2 Sherlock (no RAG) 25.05 0.75 462
3 Sherlock (RAG) 24.14 0.76 439
4 UkraineNow 23.16 0.76 455
5 CodeKobzar 22.17 0.77 414

Table 4: The non-official UNLP 2024 shared task results for the task of answering open questions. Here,
GPT-4 is included for comparison. The TrueSkill column shows the participant’s rating, and σ represents
the confidence of the rating.

how these fine-tuned open solutions compare to
the proprietary OpenAI models, in particular gpt-4-
061324, which was the latest OpenAI GPT version
at the time when the shared task started.

For the exam task, we used a very simple
prompt25 and the default parameters of GPT-4. The
model managed to achieve an accuracy of 0.61.
We also ran GPT-4 on the open questions task
and included the responses in the human evalua-
tion. Table 4 shows the gap between the winning
open-source solution and GPT-4.

This experiment set an ambitious goal for the
next iteration of this shared task.

8. Conclusion

We believe that the UNLP 2024 shared task was
instrumental in facilitating research on fine-tuning
large language models for the Ukrainian language,
and we hope that the insights from the teams’ re-
search will be useful to the NLP community. All the
datasets used in the shared task are available on
GitHub, and the competing systems were openly
published, which contributes to the reproducibility
of the shared task results and the creation of more
accessible LLMs.

The best-performing systems were submitted by
team Sherlock, scoring 49% accuracy on the exam
task (with RAG) and 26.77% rating on the open
question task (without RAG). The Codabench en-
vironment remains open for further submissions,
although any such submissions will be considered

24https://platform.openai.com/docs/
models/gpt-4-and-gpt-4-turbo

25https://github.com/unlp-workshop/
unlp-2024-shared-task/blob/main/
examples/random_baseline.py

outside of the UNLP 2024 competition.
The open LLMs used in the shared task included

Mistral 7B, Gemma, and Vicuna-13B. All system
descriptions mention the scarcity of open datasets
for the task at hand and show the creativity of the
researchers in creating new datasets.

In the next iterations of this shared task, we plan
to increase the size and variability of the test sets
and introduce automated metrics for the open ques-
tion evaluation, in addition to human evaluation.

9. Ethics Statement

To make sure that the participants of the shared
task have equal opportunities and that the resulting
solutions can be used by the research community,
the organizers of the shared task set strict limita-
tions on the size and accessibility of the models
that were allowed in the competition.

Upon entering the competition, all participants of
the shared task accepted the following terms and
conditions:

• All participants agree to compete in a fair and
honest manner in the shared task and not use
any illegal, malicious, or otherwise unethical
methods to gain an advantage in the shared
task.

• All participants agree to not distribute or share
the test data obtained during the shared task
with any third parties.

• All participants agree to make their solutions
publicly available upon the completion of the
shared task in order to facilitate knowledge
sharing and developments of the Ukrainian
language.

https://platform.openai.com/docs/models/gpt-4-and-gpt-4-turbo
https://platform.openai.com/docs/models/gpt-4-and-gpt-4-turbo
https://github.com/unlp-workshop/unlp-2024-shared-task/blob/main/examples/random_baseline.py
https://github.com/unlp-workshop/unlp-2024-shared-task/blob/main/examples/random_baseline.py
https://github.com/unlp-workshop/unlp-2024-shared-task/blob/main/examples/random_baseline.py
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To the best of our knowledge, the shared task
participants followed these terms and conditions.
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